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Speaker Jonathan Turner: I realize I’ve got the first session after lunch so hopefully you’re not too well fed and
sleepy. We’re going to take you through the first of your sessions, I believe, on IFRS implementation.

Just to introduce myself. My name is Jonathan Turner, I’m a senior manager with Ernst and Young. I’ve been
with the firm ten years and I’ve worked with insurance claims for all that time, both P&C and Life. I’m currently
helping a couple of relatively large insurance companies go through their IFRS implementation processes. I know
there are a couple of further sessions that you have that are IFRS specific, for those of you who know Jim Doherty,
one of our actuarial partners, he’s going to be talking about product classification in a different room in the
following session and then Wes Reynolds, another of our senior managers, is coming out tomorrow morning to
go through some implementation opportunities, I believe.

I don’t want to be up here talking just by myself for the full hour and half, so if you have questions please feel
free to raise your hand and ask. I will also leave some time at the end for any questions at the end of the
presentation. So in terms of this session, we’re just going to quickly go through some IFRS background, we’ll get
into phase 1 of IFRS 4, the insurance contracts standard, which I’m sure you are very interested to hear about. I’ve
no doubt that a lot of you are working with your companies and with your clients already in their implementation
of the standard. And we’ll touch briefly on IFRS 1 as well. If there’s any other questions you have on other
standards, feel free to ask.

That slide didn’t come out so well. It says IFRS background, it doesn’t have any useful information on it, so I’ll move
straight on. Where are we now with IFRS implementation?Well as you’ll see on the slide, on February 13th of this year,
the accounting standards board confirmed that all publicly accountable profit-oriented enterprises in Canada will
be required to use IFRS from January 1st 2011, so their first quarterly statements or their first annual financial
statements after that date will have to be fully IFRS compliant, based on the IFRS that is enforced at that date.
And the Canadian securities administrators on the same day announced a proposal to allow domestic issuers to
early adopt their IFRS now. This won’t have any impact on the insurance industry because OSFI came out after
that and pretty much said that they wouldn’t let anybody early adopt IFRS. So all insurance companies have to be
ready to go on January 1st 2011 if not before and we’ll get into the before in a little while.

So OSFI clarification letter that they issued on April 25th 2008 confirmed that all financial institutions will
be considered publicly accountable enterprises and required to adopt IFRS 2011. As we say early adoption is not



permitted and a progress review will be required from each financial institution on a semi-annual basis, first one
being due at the end of February 2009. Then just recently, I’m sure some of you may have seen this, for those of
you that haven’t you should take a look on OSFI’s website, but they have just issued a letter to the federally regulated

financial institutions that clarify that they don’t expect companies to make changes to their accounting policies in
relation to the implementation of IFRS. So, if you haven’t been accounting for something as insurance up ‘till
now, you can’t start. But I’m sure that all your clients and companies have been accounting for their insurance as
insurance, if they’re insurance enterprises.

And in the recent auditors advisory meeting, OSFI confirmed that they are currently working on a revised
capital model. We’ll see as we get into IFRS a lot more, that capital will be extremely important on phase 2 of IFRS.

So what’s the timeline for adoption? This slide doesn’t come out very well, hopefully some of you had hard
copies or I know you’ve all got the ability to download the slides from the CIA website or their data room but
essentially there are five key dates for IFRS adoption. The first is at the end of 2008, companies are supposed to
disclose in their financial statement, I should say insurance companies and all other companies that will have to
adopt IFRS, are required to disclose their IFRS implementation plan and a qualitative analysis of the impacts that
the adoption of IFRS will have on that company. At the end of 2009, that’s where number 2 kicks in, and that’s
when companies have to do a quantitative impact analysis. 2010, companies have to be in a position to be able to
pull together their opening IFRS balance sheet including any transition adjustments. And throughout 2010,
companies should be pulling together IFRS income statements for internal purposes. They won’t have to disclose
those income statements at the end of 2010, but in terms of making sure that the key stakeholders are aware of
how the financial statements will look under IFRS, is an important point that they’ll have to keep on their radar
throughout 2010. And in 2011, that’s when the first external quarterly IFRS financial statements go out including
comparatives, which is why you need the income statement in 2010.

Does anybody have any questions on the timeline? That gets us into IFRS 4, phase 1. And this is just a slide
that we’ve developed internally when we’ve gone to talk to our clients about IFRS just to illustrate that IFRS, sorry
IFRS 4 will have high impact pretty much all over the company. And the extent of the impact of phase 1 of
IFRS 4 will be felt a bit more by life insurance companies than P& C insurance companies, solely because of the
whole product classification exercise.

So when we looked at the different IFRS requirements so the need to have an opening balance sheet, the
need to make sure that companies are applying the appropriate definitions, the need to review products and
contracts for imbedded derivatives, the ability to unbundle deposit components, any recognition and measurement
adjustments, the need to use current market interest rates for things like discounting and the disclosure
requirements. They will all have or could potentially have a high financial impact and a high disclosure impact on
insurance companies and in some cases will need system changes, system modifications to fully adopt IFRS.

When the International Accounting Standards Board was coming up with their set of international financial
reporting standards for adoption in Europe in 2005, they decided it would be prudent at that time to take a two-
phase approach to insurance contracts and accordingly they came out with phase 1 which European, Australian
and the other countries that had already implemented IFRS had to implement in 2005. Phase 2 is currently, we
haven’t even seen the exposure draft for phase 2 as yet. The International Accounting Standards Board issued a
discussion paper last year, they got pages and pages of responses back from insurance companies all over the world
and accountants all over the world. We’re expecting to see an exposure draft for phase 2 probably towards the end
of next year with the standard being due for implementation sometime around 2013 but that could change, it could
be pushed out further or pulled forward a little bit, it certainly won’t be ready to go in 2011. And phase 1
implements some components of the insurance project, phase 2 is more about measurement. Those of you that
have heard about phase 2, the term that was being bandied around in the discussion paper was the current exit
value, meaning that insurance companies have to or would have to calculate their actuarial liabilities at the value
that they could sell their book of business for, at a point in time, being the balance sheet date, which should be a
significant change especially on the P&C side.
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So the key standards for insurance companies are IFRS 4 insurance contracts and IS 39 financial instruments
and the blocks that you can’t really read all that well pretty much say that. So on the left hand side we have the
assets piece, we should have checked to see how this came up on the slide presentation, I apologize for that, on the

left hand side we have the assets piece and we split that up between insurance assets which should be measured in
accordance with IFRS 4 and disclosure with IFRS 4 and then non-insurance financial assets for which IS 39 is the
more relevant standard. Same on the liabilities side which is the right column, you have your insurance liabilities
and your non-insurance and financial liabilities including investment contracts.

So phase 1 which was issued in 2004 for implementation in Europe on January 1, 2005, so you’re already
fortunate you didn’t have to go through it with the little guidance that the European companies had, is the interim
standard. It allows insurers to retain their existing accounting policies with some modifications to contracts that
meet the definition of insurance and for investment contracts with discretionary participation features. There’s a
lot of discussion around IFRS 4 in that it pushes when you go through your product classification exercise that
Jim Doherty is going to get into later, it pushes several contracts those that don’t have significant insurance risks
attached to them, towards being accounted for as investment contracts. And that would also extend to DAC
amortization models, if you have DAC essentially through a service contract, so if you go through your public
classification exercise you identify a certain product as an investment product rather than an insurance product and
you’ve got DAC associated with that and that amortization model will also come under the scope of IS 39.

Just a brief note on onerous contracts. If an insurance company has a contract that it knows would be loss
making in the future, they’ll be required under IFRS 4 to recognize the loss immediately on transition.

So this slide is a bit easier to read and it’s just a pretty similar view to what we’ve already gone through showing
insurance companies assets apart from the reinsurance share of actuarial liabilities would be accounted for under
IS 39. Phase 1 of IFRS 4, the measurement of the liabilities is the status quo so you essentially do what you’re doing
now to measure the liabilities on your insurance contracts and then anything that doesn’t qualify as an insurance
contract, you’ll have to measure those liabilities in accordance with the financial instrument standards, so IS 3932
and IFRS 7.

What are the main issues of IFRS 4 phase 1? Contract classification which we touched on briefly and again
Jim is going to talk about that, embedded derivatives, insurance contract measurement and disclosure requirements.
Just got a few slides on each one of those. So contract classification it’s important to note that this is contract
classification not product classification. So a lot of insurance companies have changed their insurance products over
the years if there have been significant changes, insurance companies have to go through for each iteration of their
products and assess whether there’s insurance risk attached.

But if you’ve gone through the contract classification exercise and you’ve determined that something is still
an insurance contract because it has significant insurance risk attached, then you go with the existing accounting.
Same with the contracts that have discretionary participation investment contract elements. For anything that is
now going to be classified as an investment contract under IFRS, the accounting will either be at amortized cost
or fair value.

And I mentioned this previously, contract classification is going to be a lot more of a complicated issue for
life and health insurance as there are a number of products that life insurers have created that are predominantly
for investment purposes. I think the accounting firms initial analysis is that there are some somewhat liberal
definitions now for IFRS 4 that means that most life and health insurance contracts expected to meet the
insurance contract threshold but even if you think you know that, your company or your clients have to go
through and do an exercise on every insurance contract and lay it out for your auditors and for your own records
and for the regulators.

There’s a classification flowchart and I’m sure Jim will talk to this a little bit more later. But I’ll leave it up there
for you to take a look at as I mention a few things. The key thing to look for at the outset is whether there is
significant insurance risk and then it goes down there yes or no model, if there is significant insurance risk you’ll
look to see whether there’s a deposit component to the contract, if so, is the deposit component independent to
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the insurance cash flows? If your answer to that is no, the deposit component is not independent to the insurance
cash flows. You can get to the place where it’s an insurance contract. Or if there isn’t a deposit component, then
that again gets you to the end result that it’s an insurance contract. If you do have a deposit component, insurance

companies have a choice as to whether they want to unbundle that component and account separately for the
insurance piece and the deposit piece.

So now we have a couple of pages of slides showing definitions that are taken straight from the IFRS 4
standard, including the definition of insurance. IFRS 4 defines insurance as, or an insurance contract I should say,
as a contract under which one party accepts significant insurance risk from another party by agreeing to compensate
the policy holder for specified uncertain future events that adversely affect the policy holder.

The appendix then goes on to help to distinguish between insurance and financial risk and it defines financial
risk as the risk of a possible future change in one or more of a specified interest rate, financial instrument price,
commodity price, FX rate, index of prices or rates, credit rating or credit index or other variable, provided that in
the case of an non-financial variable that the variable is not specific to a party to the contract. And then it helpfully
turns around and says that insurance risk is risk of the financial risk which is transferred from the holder of a
contract to the issuers. If an insurance contract has both, financial and insurance risks present within it, as long as
that insurance risk is significant, then the contract is classified as an insurance contract. And there’s no hard and
fast rule as to what significant insurance risk is, there’s no threshold set out in the standard but it does provide a
definition which is that significant insurance risk is significant if and only if, an insured event can cause an insurer
to pay significant additional benefits in any scenario, excluding scenarios that lack commercial substance. Those
additional benefits must be for pre-existing risks and they don’t include any cancellation or surrender charges, any
loss of ability to charge a policy holder for future services or any possible reinsurance recoveries.

Then there’s some discussion around additional benefits including discussion of whole life contracts where the
payment is known but the timing of the lot is unknown and contracts where the death benefit is equivalent to a
maturity benefit. IFRS 4 makes the case, as I’ve said, that the classification has to be on a contract by contract basis
but if you have contracts that were entered in simultaneously with the same policy holder, those count as one
contract. And you can do one assessment on those, so typically if you have a life insurance policy with several
riders attached to it, you would treat that policy and the riders as one insurance contract. Companies can look to
homogeneously classify some of their products on materiality ground so, if your company or your client has a
very small block of business, we as auditors wouldn’t necessarily request that you do a full product classification
exercise for that if it’s truly immaterial.

I mentioned that there’s no quantitative guidance given so the IFRS haven’t come out and said significant
insurance risk has to be 50% or 20% or 10%, typically what we see companies applying in Europe and companies
that start to think about here in Canada is 10%, so if your contract has risk of about 10%, then a lot of companies
are classifying that as significant insurance risk. That’s something you’ll have to get your auditors to buy off on,
we don’t audit all of the insurance companies out there so if your auditors are anyone else other than EY, or even
if it’s EY, just make sure that the partner who’s signing off on your audit opinion is OK with that assessment.

There’s some, as I say rules of thumb currently being adopted for internal consistency, so companies looking
to see whether the benefit paid on death exceeds the benefits payable on survival by more than a certain
percentage. Look and see if there’s any plausible scenarios that exist under which the death benefit exceeds the
survival benefit by a certain percentage or more at any time during the policy term, and that can be used when
there’s a guaranteed minimum death benefit in a unit-linked contract or look to see if the benefit payable on
survival exceeds the benefit payable on death by more than a certain percentage for things like life-contingent
annuities and endowment policies.

So when you’re testing your contracts for significant insurance risk, some of the features you should be looking
for are: whether there are significant additional benefits payable on insured events occurring, whether there’s a, or
there could be a costly and feasible event in the scenario of commercial substance even if it’s extremely unlikely,
things that you should probably exclude from analysis is whether there’s a waiver on death, surrender charges,



whether there’s any loss of ability to charge for future services, if the insured event is an unfeasible event in any
scenario, and whether the contingent amount is insignificant in all scenarios of commercial substance.

It’s important to note that once a company has determined that a contract is an insurance contract, it will

always be an insurance contract. Contracts can go from investment to insurance, they can’t go from insurance to
investment. And just an example of when that might occur is, when you have a policy that allows you to switch
between funds and the first fund has no insurance risk but the second fund has some insurance risk, then you’d
have a situation where you initially have an investment contract that can’t change to an insurance contract.

Unbundling. This goes back to the middle of the diagram I think it’s a bit easier to read I hope, where if you
have a contract with both a deposit element and an insurance element, the company can decide whether it wants
to unbundle those elements or not. I say the company can decide, there are a couple of situations when
unbundling is required and that’s when the insurers’ existing accounting policies do not require recognition of
the deposit component, so you just recognize the insurance component there, or where the insurer can
independently measure the deposit component from the insurance component. Unbundling is allowed when
the insurer can independently measure, actually that says the same thing as the point above, it’s the second bullet
point that’s right, sorry, unbundling is only required if the existing kind of policies don’t require recognition of
the deposit component, it’s allowed when an insurance company can independently measure the deposit
component from the insurance component.

Embedded derivatives. They’re also important when, as you’ll know when insurance companies in Canada and
all companies in Canada transition to 3855 or accounting handbook section 3855, financial instrument recognition
of measurement, at the start of last year, January 1st 2007, they were required to look back in their investments
to see whether those investments contained any embedded derivatives. IFRS 4 will require insurance companies
to look at their insurance contracts to see whether there are any embedded derivatives and IS 39 requires the
company to look up all of its contracts to see whether there are any embedded derivatives in those contracts. The
difference with Canadian GAAP being that Canadian GAAP only required it for financial instruments and had a
specific exclusion for insurance contracts. Canadian GAAP also had an exclusion or a grandfather provision so that
companies only had to go back to, I believe it was 31st of March 2004, in reviewing their contracts, so any contract
entered into post that date had to be analysed to assess whether there’s an embedded derivative. IFRS has no such
grandfathering clause. Companies will be required under IFRS to go back over all of their contracts that still exist
at the time of transition to IFRS or entered into subsequently to assess whether there is an embedded derivative
within those contracts.

If you do have an embedded derivative, then you have to separate it from insurance contract or investment
contract with discretionary participation features and investment contracts without discretionary participation
features. If it is separated, it’s got to be measured under IS 39 i.e. fair valued within changes and fair value market
profit and loss. And there’s a flowchart here that you can all take a look at that companies are going to have to go
through when they’re assessing whether a contract contains an embedded derivative. So the first question is, is
what you’ve identified an embedded derivative, the kind of things to look out for and whether the value of that
component can be changes with the underlying, whether there’s little or no net investment, whether it would be
settled at a future date. If you’ve identified an embedded derivative you have to consider whether it’s closely related
to the host instrument and then whether you already hold it at fair value. There are some examples given below.
If you have an interest rate floor in a fixed interest rate contract or an option to renew a contract, those wouldn’t
qualify as embedded derivatives. If you have unit-linked guaranteed minimum income benefits, guaranteed
minimum death benefits or guaranteed annuity options, you wouldn’t have to separately fair value those and have
those as separate embedded derivatives. But if you do have, on the right hand side of the flowchart, if you do have
equity index features in fixed principal savings plans or guaranteed accumulation values, unit-linked plans payable
on death as well as maturity, then you have embedded derivatives and you’d have to fair value those, bifurcate
those out on your balance sheet.
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So in terms of measurement, phase 1 stated that whatever companies were doing for their insurance contracts,
they could continue doing that in terms of measuring the actuarial liabilities on those insurance contracts with
certain modifications. There are elements that are prohibited and mandated, elements that companies are allowed

to continue but not to start, elements that companies that are allowed to start and we’ll go through each of those.
Companies existing accounting policies when they transition to IFRS 4 phase is 1, will be their IFRS 4 phase 1
accounting policies. Those will change under IFRS 4, phase 2.

So some of the prohibitive policies are things like: setting up catastrophe provisions, claims equalization
provisions, and any offsetting of reinsurance assets and direct liabilities. So the last point is going to be a little bit
more relevant for the life insurance people than the P&C insurance people. The P&C already grosses up or already
should gross up their reinsurance assets and direct insurance liabilities on their balance sheet.

There are certain accounting policies that are mandated if they’re not already present, so companies are
required to conduct liability adequacy testing and the current belief is that the current DCAT testing will be
appropriate for that, although OSFI is looking into whether they want to make any enhancements. And if you have
reinsurance assets that are impaired as part of your calculation of your reinsured share of your actuarial liabilities,
then you have to write these down.

Certain policies that may continue. Companies are not allowed to switch to these if they’re not already applied.
If you don’t have your liabilities undiscounted already, you’re not allowed to start holding them as an undiscounted
amount. You’re not allowed to measure any future investment management fees at a value greater than acquisition
costs, not allowed to use non-uniform accounting policies for subsidiaries and that’s reinforced by IFRS 1 and
IS 27, which is the consolidated financial statements standard and you’re not allowed to use excessive prudence in
the valuation of liabilities, it doesn’t really define what excessive prudence is, so for those of you that aren’t already
talking with your auditors about excessive prudence, I’m sure you will be when you transition to IFRS.

Certain policies that may be started, subject to certain restrictions, and these policies are: you’re allowed to
use current market discount rates for discounting your liabilities, you’re allowed to use shadow accounting, and
you’re allowed to use asset-based discount rates only if it’s a part of your comprehensive accounting policy which
makes the financial statements more relevant and reliable to the users of those financial statements.

IFRS 4 phase 1 also has enhanced disclosure requirements in comparison to what a lot of companies are
currently disclosing under CGAAP for their insurance business and IFRS 4 follows certain principles. One is, the
first principle is the explanation of recognized amounts and it states that “insurer shall disclose the information
that identifies and explains the amounts on the financial statements arising from insurance contracts”. Insurance
companies have to disclose the nature and risk, the nature and extent, sorry, of risks arising.

Just a few more notes on disclosures which aren’t on the slide but, on a practical level, companies will have to
disclose more information about sensitivities since sensitivities are there, liabilities too, certain changes in
assumptions, have to disclose more information about concentrations of risk, where there’s a by, (??) type of risk
by geographical area or any other criteria and you will have to disclose more information about claims development.
These are the three of the biggest changes that we’re seeing on implementation of IFRS 4 and we’re encouraging
our finance department contacts at the various companies that we’re doing work on to work together with our
actuaries to determine what information the actuaries currently have available, they might have it set up in their
Appointed Actuary’s report or they might have it in their work and paper files, and so if you already have that
information you can just pass it over to them, it’s great, you won’t have to do anything additional, although you
will have the auditors looking to see where you’ve got it from, so hoping it’s not just an email thing, here’s our claims
development. If you don’t have that information currently you’ll have to look to start to build that information
and the data required.

This is just a slide, the next slide, the colourful one is on life insurance contracts, it gets more into product
classification, I’m not going to spend any time on this because Jim is taking you through it, but essentially the
10,000 feet view is we said that certain contracts will be insurance contracts - things like term life, life contingent
paid annuities and fully insured plans under group insurance are definitely insurance contracts and this is obviously



more relevant for the life insurance people. Things that wouldn’t qualify as insurance are: fixed payout annuity
business, and any ASO business and then there’s a chunk of things in the middle that you really have to assess to
see whether there is significant insurance risk there. I know we as a firm, have a product classification work group

that all of our actuaries and our insurance planners and senior managers are involved in, looking at each of these
types of products and I would bet that our competitors do too. But essentially some of the things that need a little
bit more careful analysis are: participating products, any universal life products and any variable universal life
products. On the group insurance side, anything with an experience-rated refund needs careful analysis, if you’re
not already doing that, you need to start.

On the P&C side, this looks a lot cleaner I don’t think we have the P&C line here. But essentially almost
everything would qualify as an insurance contract although you do have to go through your contract classification
exercise. The only thing that you would really question is whether you have any reinsurance with, any reinsurance
or any direct insurance with significant experience-rated refunds.

Just briefly on IFRS 1. IFRS 1 has certain mandatory exemptions to the application of IFRS and certain
optional exemptions. One of those optional exemptions that we don’t have here, but I will tell you about because
it will be relevant for all insurance companies, is companies have an option on adoption of IFRS to re-designate
their financial instruments. So a lot of companies when they transition to section 3855 under Canadian GAAP, a
lot of them are holding their assets, especially a lot of P&C companies are holding their investment assets, at AFS
and they see some fluctuations coming through their income statement that they haven’t envisaged. You have an
option when you transition to IFRS in 2011 to re-designate some or all of your assets.

It’s unclear at this stage whether phase 2 will give you another option to re-designate, it certainly wasn’t in the
discussion paper, so it’s important when you’re talking with your colleagues in finance that they realize that phase
2 is coming out, it’s going to significantly change the way in which insurance companies measure their actuarial
liabilities especially for P&C companies without going to fair value, you have to get that asset designation right
in 2011, which means that when the exposure draft comes out hopefully in late 2009, have to assess what impact
that’s going to have on your actuarial liabilities move to that new standard in 2013 and designate your assets
accordingly when you transition to the rest of IFRS in 2011.

There is a small exemption as well relating to insurance contracts which is the one we have on the slide and
that is, standard limits and insured to changing to accounting policy for insurance contracts if and only if the
changes makes the financial statements more relevant to the economic decision making needs of users and no less
reliable or more reliable, no less relevant to those needs. OSFI in their recent letter stated they didn’t want
companies to initially change their existing accounting policy so essentially what you’re doing now you will continue
to do for all of your insurance contracts when you transition to IFRS.

I think that’s the end of the presentation. Does anybody have any questions? You all need to get out of here
and get a coffee. OK, well thank you very much. If you do have questions, I’ll be out at the front for a little while
so come and have a chat with me, thanks.

(Applause)
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